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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 

COOLING FUNCTIONAL CLOTHING FOR EVERY HEAT PROBLEM

COOLING VESTS

E.COOLINE cooling vests prevent energy loss due to heavy sweating. Exhaustion as well as concentration and
performance problems - including all associated health and safety risks - are significantly reduced. The individual
cooling close to the body also makes the recommended protective equipment (PAS) bearable.

The actively cooling vests with up to 660 watts of cooling power can be used in the heat of the workplace simply like
a "wearable air conditioner" almost anywhere and is ready for use in seconds.

YOU CAN FIND OUR COOLING VESTS HERE

COOLING SHIRTS

Whether indoors or outdoors - the E.COOLINE cooling shirts are the perfect protection against heat stress - even
under PPE. With the actively cooling shirts, you stay fitter and more efficient and feel significantly more comfortable
and concentrated even in extreme temperatures.

The cooling shirts are ready for use in seconds and keep the wearer cool for hours with up to 660 watt-hours.

YOU CAN FIND OUR COOLING SHIRTS HERE

COOLING HEADGEAR

The active cooling headgear such as caps, bandanas or helminlays reduces heavy sweating in high temperatures
and increases performance and well-being. You can concentrate better with the head cooling and have more energy.
The effective cooling with up to 660 watts of cooling power can prevent heat-related health complaints and accidents
and significantly shorten recovery after physical exertion.

The effective cooling also works perfectly under hard hats.

OUR COOLING CAPS, BANDANAS AND HELMINLAYS YOU CAN FIND HERE

ARM COOLING

Our pulse coolers and arm coolers provide instant cooling and effective relief from heat problems. They prevent
excessive heat build-up, reduce heavy sweating and increase performance and well-being at work with a cooling
capacity of up to 660 watts. Simple, fast and uncomplicated. Indoor and outdoor

YOU CAN FIND OUR ARM COOLERS HERE

 

LEG COOLING
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Vein problems or tired and heavy legs – these are typical heat complaints. Standing for long periods of time
exacerbates the problems. The E.COOLINE leg coolers provide quick relief with 660 watts of cooling power. Our calf
coolers fit close to the legs, so they can also be worn well under pants. This allows you to be flexible and mobile in
your daily work routine and feel much fitter. They are also excellent under protective work suits (PPE) to prevent
heat-related exhaustion and health complaints, but also for faster regeneration after long days of work.

YOU CAN FIND OUR LEG COOLING HERE
 

Your E.COOLINE advantages at a glance:

Powerful cooling in any heat situation - even under PPE

Up to 660 watts cooling capacity - without additional electricity costs

Ready for use in seconds - without preparation or refrigerator

Immediately dry, comfortable surface instead of hours of moisture/wetness

Health protection, as the kidney area remains free of cooling

Upper material made of light, comfortable microfiber (100% Oekotex), sweat-absorbing and with antibacterial
DEOXXfresh -equipment

Washable (machine and industrial washing possible) and thus hygienic application

Patented technology "Made in Germany" and cooling effect proven in scientific studies
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O material impresso endereço que você é autor e pertence à empresa ou ao seu terceiro Marketing Agency, e todos os direitos
reservados. Qualquer usuário que acessa esse material poderá fazê-lo apenas para seu próprio uso pessoal, bem como a utilização
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